
 

 

Mini Essay:  
‘The Secret River’ by Kate Grenville and ‘Search for my tongue’ by Sujata Bhatt.  
 
New situations are catalysts needed for the evolution of an individual’s sense of self by 
testing adaptability to alienation. Illustrated in the novel ‘The Secret River’ by Kate Grenville 
and the poem ‘Search for my tongue’ by Sujata Bhatt. Initially there is a sense of discomfort 
adjusting, however the interaction with the foreign environment evolves their existing 
identity.  
 
The struggle of adapting to new environments shape one’s identity.  
 
Bhatt explores an individual’s delusion of losing their identity shown in metaphorical 
comparison of her mother tongue to a plant which ‘rots and dies’, then after almost all hope 
is gone, ‘buds open’ and ‘blooms’. Signifying this beloved aspect of her identity was thought 
to be gone but it stays with her. This notion is contrasted in William’s desire to establish a 
new identity, shown in "He let himself imagine it… looking down over his own place. 
Thornhill's Point,’ the positive connotations showcase he knows if he is successful in 
establishing Thornhill’s Point he is leaving behind his past. This is concept is molded into 
Bhatt’s perception that one cannot fully transition into another culture. The comparison of 
the mother tongue to a ‘plant’ juxtaposed to the implication of the foreign tongue being 
a ‘weed’ as if it was a parasite, emphasizes the yearn to keep the pre-existing identity of her 
Indian heritage. Bhatt denotes to the audience she has merely evolved to suit her new 
environment. Grenville conveys this equally via the attack on the aborigines with the fear of 
the aborigines, losing his land and Sal replays in Thornhill’s mind. This is illustrated in “get 
rid of the blacks and she’ll stay” the objectification of the aborigines encourages Thornhill 
participates in Smasher’s massacre of the natives, which Grenville renders from Thornhill’s 
point of view  in hallucinatory slow motion. Bhatt is fusing two aspects of her life, however 
William is rejecting his British life for his Australian one. Thus both texts illustrate the 
intrinsic struggles in an alien environment which can consequently lead to a transformation 
in one’s sense of self. 
 
Loss in a foreign environment can be destructive to someone’s sense of self. Grenville 
demonstrates this in the struggle William endures shown in his despondent tone "It was 
easy to wish to belong in this house,’ this illustrates that he believes once he gains status he 
will be gratified however, it becomes valueless as when it is obtained he is not content. 
Grenville demonstrates that Will begin to lose a sense of self as his desperate yearning 
for security causes a deterioration in his relationship with Sal. Sal’s fear is similarly echoed 
by Bhatt as it establishes a speculative dark mood to express concerns about the loss of her 
cultural heritage, evidenced through the rhetorical question “what would you do / if you 
had two tongues in your mouth, / and lost the first one?”. This exemplifies the moral 
dilemma Bhatt is experiencing though the ‘tug of war’ between her two conflicting cultures. 
This notion is echoed by the shift in relationship of Sal and Will. The change in Thornhill is 
considered diminishing to his identity as he is forced to change his morals to uphold his 
persona ‘Fear could slip unnoticed into anger, as if they were one in the same’ the 
personification of his emotions combined with reflective tone illustrates the conflict when 
Thornhill overpowers Sal and the strain that is put on their relationship. This concept is 
supported in Bhatt’s hyperbole of ‘'You had to spit it out’ which symbolically alludes 



 

 

to Gujraati being inferior to her new language. This suggests the mother tongue was seen by 
the foreigners as something inferior to their own language, which subsequently illustrates 
her desire to go back to her old identity like Sal. When placed in an alien environment it can 
cause suffering or evolve an individual’s identity.  
 
Both composers convey that once obstacles in foreign environments are overcome, the 
identity forged is more inherently valued. ‘The Secret River’ by Kate Grenville 
and additionally the poem ‘Search for my tongue’ by Sujata Bhatt convey elements of how 
one’s identity can be manipulated due alien circumstances.  
 
 


